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Welcome to Film Studies
I’m extremely pleased you are considering studying Film Studies. I hope you will find this PowerPoint a useful guide to get started
with your studies during these difficult times. I have also included a PDF cover of film studies as to inform you to why Film Studies
is such a valuable subject and how you can get the most from the subject to best prepare for Universities or for the world of
work.
As part of this subject there are 3 components each year. Two written exams and also one practical piece of coursework where
you have the opportunity to either make a short film or to make a visual storyboard.
This PowerPoint includes activities you can get involved with over the next few months to familiarise yourself with the course and
also to discover the skills and knowledge needed for Film Studies.
As a part of these activities I have also included a list of the films you will be studying over the course of the next 2 years (By all
means look them up). This will give you an opportunity to become familiar with the content for the course as well as potentially
getting to enjoy watching the films before needing to study them.
The most important thing I would say about considering studying A LEVEL film studies is that the more you enjoy films and
discussing them the better. Through film we can better understand periods of time and better our cultural awareness. Also by
understanding how film can make us think and feel you will also learn how you can become an effective filmmaker.
If you are not sure about the course then I would encourage you to read the next slide to get a better idea about whether or not
you wish to give it a go.
That’s enough from me in any case!! I wish you all success and safety over the coming months and truly look forward to
welcoming you to film studies in the forthcoming academic year.
Best wishes,
Mr. S White

The Films
The following slide includes the films you will study on
the course.
It is worth becoming slightly familiar with the
Components/Films/Directors before the course begins to
make sure you can begin the course confidently.
You DO NOT HAVE to watch the films as we will do this
during the course but it would be good to YouTube the
trailers and Google them before we study about them.

Component

Film

Director

American Film since 2005

Captain Fantastic (2015)

Matt Ross

Selma (2014)

Ava Duvernay

Some Like it Hot (1959)

Billy Wilder

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
(1975)

Milos Forman

Shaun of the Dead (2004)

Edgar Wright

Sightseers (2012)

Ben Wheatley

Pan’s Labyrinth (2006)

Guillermo Del Toro

Wild Tales (2014)

Damian Szifron

Stories We Tell (2012)

Sarah Polley

Amy (2015)

Asif Kapadia

One Week, The Scarecrow, The
High Sign, Cops

Buster Keaton

Pulp Fiction (1994)

Quentin Tarantino

Hollywood 1930 - 1990

British Film since 1995

Global Film

Documentary film

Film movements:
Silent cinema
Experimental film

Activity 1
1. Watch some films;
Choose a few films to watch this week. Your choice!! Old, new, different, familiar…
Totally up to you.
2. Apply relevant strategies to watch in an effective way;
Watch in a dark room, watch on the biggest screen if you can, DO NOT have your
phone nearby, watch the whole film in one go, avoid snacking and DO NOT talk to
anyone during the film.
3. Evaluate your reaction as a viewer;
Each time you watch a film, make a note of the film title, the director, year of release
and a few sentences on your general reaction to it. Use the table on the next page if
you wish.

Activity 1
FILM TITLE

DIRECTOR

YEAR OF
RELEASE

YOUR REACTION

REASONS FOR YOUR
REACTION

Activity 2
1. Watch how others criticise film;
Use YouTube to find some ‘visual essays’ or film criticism channels. Watch a few examples. Use
this playlist link if you’re not sure where to start:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2vrmieg9tO3a0Qb3ApeaeSw9CtsD_TLr
This is a really useful channel as it includes criticism for Pan’s Labyrinth and Selma (films on the
course)
2. Appreciate how critical analysis can alter the effect of a film:
Watch at least 3 visual essays and then afterwards make a note of the essay title, the name of the
channel or creator and a few sentences about your reaction to the video/what you learned.
3. Evaluate how film criticism has different aspects:
Finally, make a playlist on YouTube or write down a list of the different videos or channels you’ve
come across/watched, but group them in terms of what the channel focuses on and how it breaks
down the film. Pleas feel free to use the table provided on the next page.

Activity 2
Essay Title

Channel name/Name of
creator or author

Your reaction to it/What
did you learn?

Activity 3
1. Become familiar with camera shots/angles and movement:
Included with this PowerPoint is a list of shots, angles and movement. Watch some
clips/scenes from films which give you an emotional response. This can be something
which makes you feel happy, sad or angry.
2. Make note of the shots/angles and movement which occur in the clips/scenes:
Use the table on the next slide to make a note of your observations.
3. Explain how the shot types to the clips/scenes created a reaction in you.
Re-watch the clips/scenes and complete the table but you must discuss how the scenes
you have identified have created an emotional response from you.

Activity 3
Camera shots
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extreme Long Shot
Long Shot
Medium Long Shot
Medium Shot
Medium Close-Up
Close Up
Extreme Close-Up
POV Shot
Single shot/Two Shot

Camera Angles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over the Shoulder Shot
Low Angle
High Angle
Canted
Birds Eye View
Worms Eye View
Eye Level

Camera movement
Tracking
Handheld
Still
Pan (in/out)
Zoom (in/out)
Rotation
Specific to equipment
(Drone, crane, Dolly)
• Tilting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The following YouTube links will give you more of an idea about the practical use of
these shots/angles/movements:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y0ouVBcogU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTt0izejSJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbnYBmqBbKA

Activity 3
Film Title

What Happens in the clip

How does the camera
shot/angle/movement
work in the scene and
what is your reaction to it

Activity 4
1. Understand what a critical theory is;
On the next slide are some examples of critical theories that can be applied to film.
They’re just an outline or an introduction and we will spend a lot longer studying these
in detail across the film course. It is worth doing slightly more research into these to
gain a better understanding before starting the course.
2. Show an understanding of a critical theory;
Demonstrate your learning and research by completing the table
3. Evaluate how a film of your choice can be analysed and ‘explained’ through the
application of a critical theory of your choice;
Finally, choosing a film that you know well or have been using a lot in previous work,
apply just ONE theory to the film. To do so, firstly choose a theory that will clearly suit
the film and then use the table to explain what you thought about the film if
considered via the critical theory of your choice.

Activity 4
• AUTEUR
This is the film theory, the one most associated with Film Studies. This is the theory of the director as
the author. It is an incredibly popular theory and has given rise to the cult of the director. YOUR
preparation: Look out for films by a particular director and watch a variety of their films. What are the
similarities of those films?
• SPECTATORSHIP
The theory of the audience and their relationship with the film. Exploring how messages/meanings are
received. YOUR preparation: Look up “ACTIVE and PASSIVE readings”. How do they work?
• NARRATIVE THEORY
A film’s creation of the story/narrative can be explored through these theories. YOUR preparation:
Explore how “Todorov”, “Propp”, “Barthes” and “Levi-Strauss” Crafted narrative theories to explain
stories.
• MARXIST
The theories of Karl Marx can be applied to films to explore how commerce and commodification are
represented and in conflict. YOUR preparation: What are commodification, alienation, universal
equivalent and any other terms you find?
• FEMINIST APPROACHES
From the 1970s onwards feminist approaches to film have provided a powerful way of deconstructing a
male dominated art form. YOUR preparation: Look up Laura Mulvey’s theory of the “Male gaze”. What
does it mean? How does it work?

Activity 4
Theory
Auteur
Spectatorship
Narrative theory
Marxist theory
Feminist
approaches

Summary of theory What you learned

Questions you have
about the theory

Activity 4
Theory

Auteur
Spectatorship
Narrative theory
Marxist Theory
Feminist approaches

Choose a film for each
theory and give a
summary

How the theory changes
your understanding of the
film

